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the film
ENTRE LA NIEBLA also known internationally as A VANISHING FOG is an innovative and
artistic cinematic work that unfolds in the mysterious Paramo of Sumapaz, the biggest
of its kind in the world; a crucial territory for the ecological balance of the Western hemisphere, which has suffered in its own flesh all of Colombia’s social and historical conflicts.
Never seen before on the screen, this place is a natural wonder and water factory hiding
invaluable resources, increasingly endangered by human ambition.

Synopsis
In the middle of the staggering and endangered Paramo of Sumapaz; F, a solitary explorer
and guardian of the mountains, condemned by his fate, strives to protect the mystical and
fragile ecosystem he inhabits, while caring for his ailing father. Facing the imminent return
of violence and overcoming his human limitations, F has been preparing his escape, but
before pursuing a new dimension he will have to endure a heartrending farewell.

Director’s Statement
A deeply personal film, perhaps a song or a poem, a liberation. Between past and future,
between sanity and delirium, between bliss and tragedy, I have built a cinematographic
work of mystery. At times, the impossibility of representing the absolute and the transcendent leads us to get in touch with abstraction. As we open the door and enter
through a tunnel guiding us to a garden, we find paradise, ascension, desire, fear, and
the multiple realities that bring us closer to the sacred and divine. There are people who
have suffered anguish and true horror, fleeing aimlessly to save a worthless life. Freedom
and creation justly settle in to ennunciate the fatidical and the unhuman. Art must agitate
the spirit. With the curiosity of a free child, through imagination, we can embark upon
a journey from the amazing Paramo of Sumapaz toward a different dimension where
everything is possible.

the director
AUGUSTO SANDINO is one of the outstanding names in
Colombian contemporary cinema. Winner of over 30 international accolades and the National Cinema Award 2000-2005
given by the Ministry of Culture of Colombia for his short
“Aniversario”. His feature debut “Suave el aliento” (Gentle Breath)
won the Special Jury prize and the FIPRESCI award at Tallinn
Black Nights FF in 2016. Founding Director of the Auteur cinema
symposium manifesto with Carlos Reygadas, Lisandro Alonso
and Amat Escalante in 2014.
Sandino has also been the producer of his films plus the works “La
forma del presente” (The Shape of Now) DOK Leipzig Next Masters
2018; “La torre” (The Tower) IFFR Bright Future 2018; “Karen llora
en un bus” (Karen Cries on the Bus) Berlinale Forum 2011. Entre la
niebla (A Vanishing Fog) is his second feature film.

Q+A WITH AUGUSTO SANDINO
How would you describe your film?
A VANISHING FOG is a portal that invites you to enter a sensory
experience through images and sounds. I was interested in
exploring a particular human being in various dimensions. You
decide whether to enter and let yourself get caught by the journey
we offer you, and the rewards might surprise you. A VANISHING
FOG is not a regular movie-going experience, it is a chance to
be assaulted by sensations. I wanted to make something that
contains mystery and riddles. Just as life itself.
You are clearly interested in making a call for the care of the
planet, especially in relation to the endangered ecosystems
known as paramos. Why did you choose to express this via
a fictional story?
Art is perhaps what most dignifies us as human beings. The arts
are the food that nourishes our spirit. I cannot imagine life without
music or cinema or literature. Not only would it be a miserable
and dull life, it would be incomplete. Imagination and therefore
fiction is what essentially defines human creation, and there are

various forms of expression to deal with important themes. I am
interested in films that seek to establish dialogue with the spectator. We are going through really complex historical moments,
and serious things are happening in many parts of the world,
including Colombia. This is when a film like A VANISHING FOG
comes to play a decisive role.
Because this world has its enemies; those who are corrupt and
steal from others, bring war and violence to territories, murder
innocents and forcefully displace people to advance agricultural
frontiers, pollute water sources, generate chemical waste, and
exploit non-renewable resources. With these sentiments in consideration, we have made a film to exalt life, even if it is narrated
from the singularity of a very small and insignificant human being.
How and when did this script come about and how did you
shape it?
In the nearby mountains of Bogota where I live, one day I woke
up to a view of a very dense fog. My father had just passed away
and I was beginning to feel an emptiness so deep and difficult to

assimilate that at times it drowned me. Then, having met a beautiful being like Sebastian Pii; feelings, setting and a possible character, I began sorting out my ideas for a new film. I was interested
in working on concepts such as the passage of time, loneliness
and alienation. From that day on, almost two years went by until
we were able to shoot. Filming A VANISHING FOG was honing in
towards the core of my relationship with cinema. The form and
language of the film were created around the resources available,
mainly out of a single person’s scenic presence and into the wide
open, this film is also largely based on cinematographic montage.
There is a great deal of research in your film. Tell us about it,
what is it based on?
A VANISHING FOG is the first feature film shot in the Paramo
of Sumapaz, between 3,200 and 4,500 meters above sea level.
We reached places of very difficult access that had never been
photographed before. It is not only a place surrounded by
mystery and superb beauty; it is also an area that has suffered
in its own flesh all the tragedies of Colombian history. While
reading chronicles and testimonies, I met several people and
listened to their stories, I interviewed historians, sociologists,
scientists, social leaders, congressmen, farmers and public officials, inquiring mainly about paramos and the peace process,
which automatically led us to issues regarding potable water
and corporate interests.
Tell us more about the actual shooting of the film.

It would not have been feasible to carry out A VANISHING FOG
with a gigantic crew and tons of equipment and cargo trucks.
For everyone involved, it was a very challenging and exhausting
shoot, but it was also a happy adventure with constant rewards
and companionship. We depended on the generous support of
the Sumapaz communities. I wanted to make a film with natural
lighting, and I can say that 90% of it was. The shooting took
place in four stages over a period of one year; one main unit,
and then three additional expeditions. Being a natural protected
area, it was not possible to hold more than 15 people at a time.
The paramo is a fragile and unique ecosystem, and it can also be
extremely inhospitable. A place so far removed from human civilization can be indomitable, a whirlwind of impossible conditions
could have prevented us from finishing the film; so we embraced
the idea that bowing down to this place spiritually was the way to
pay respect as the original peoples once did.
What is the condition that F / Sebastian Pii has, and why
did you choose this character to carry out your powerful
message?
Sebastian Pii has a tremendous personality; he is truly
charismatic and also very sensitive. His condition is called
Hallermann-Streiff. I took the time to get to know him very
well and felt great confidence in his abilities. I decided to work
with him because I found him fascinating. Then I learned that
there are less than 100 people like him on the entire planet,
and aware of his magnetism, he was ideal to personify the

uniqueness of F. The film’s approach was also to embrace the
concept of diversity with transparency.
How did Sebastian Pii react when he read the script?
It wasn’t necessary for him to know the script beforehand. We
met, we became friends and that was enough. Acting on a film
is an act of complicity, of deep trust. We had the time to get to
know each other, and I was able to find in him all the qualities I
was looking for. The most fundamental thing was for him to learn
to feel as his character would, framed in the context of this particular place and time. We kept exploring the character until we
found F, the character. From there on, it was a playful immersion,
but I must emphasize the respect and trust that we had in our
collaboration, even through perils.
Did you ever consider another actor other than Sebastian Pii
to act in this film?
No. Sebastian is not a professional actor nor did I ever expected him
to get into the idea of being one, but he was able to play a phenomenal character. From being a shy, fragile boy he grew into a gladiator
who took the film on himself and held us up at crucial moments. He
became strong and his integrity and commitment shone through.
I have nothing but fondness and deep admiration for Sebastián.
How did you manage to transmit complex feelings of love between
a son and his father, without even using verbal language?

Love is definitely the feeling that mediates the relationship
between F and his father. Love…and also a certain impotence. Love defines the respect and commitment between
two, and not necessarily words. F is loyal and consistent,
and tends to his ailing father’s needs, until he musters the
strength to allow him to find his way to his wife, F’s absent
mother, despite the pain that this loss can bring. A great love
is also to let go and open up to another defining principle of
life: freedom.
How do you think the public will react... and what audience
do you want to reach with A VANISHING FOG?
The audience is in for an intriguing, and very out of the ordinary
film. You can read into it in very different ways. Some might
even think that this film comes close to science fiction with an
Andean superhero. It’s something never seen before, because
it is completely unsuspected and the elements coming together
are so rare. We have created a world that is now available for
filmgoers to enter and our highest hopes are to learn what
people’s experience is with A VANISHING FOG… well, if they
can decipher it by opening their hearts, that is. What audience
are we trying to reach? Everyone including the audience that
cares about the future of our continent, concerned about the
planet’s environment, even those aware of the importance of a
peace agreement to be finally possible in Colombia. But most
decisively, it is a film open for anyone who dares to discover
something new.

production companies
SCHWEIZEN MEDIA GROUP is a dynamic film production Company founded in 2010 and established in
Bogotá, to boost fiction and non-fiction films with a
distinct voice.
We seek to explore contemporary, politically urgent,
and culturally challenging narratives. Along with new
titles for cinema SCHWEIZEN is developing TV series.
MAGIC LAB is a first-class postproduction power-house
based in Prague (Czech Republic), providing high-quality
visual effects, motion design and color grading services
for Disney Studios, HBO, Miramax, Warner Bros. and
Netflix in Hollywood. The company has co-produced
award-winning films premiered in the official selections
of Cannes, Berlinale, Venezia, Locarno and Karlovy
Vary; collaborating on creative and challenging projects
by international film Directors such as Agniezka Holland,
Agniezka Smoczynska, Agniezka Kurzydlo, Mohammad
Rasolouf, Martin Sulik, Abbas Amini, Teresa Nvotová,
Rudolf Biermann, Matteo Garrone, Guy Ritchie, among
many others.

Schweizen’s Filmography
Entre la niebla (2021) A Vanishing Fog
dir. Augusto Sandino | 76 min.
La forma del presente (2019) The Shape Of Now
dir. Manuel Correa | 70 min.
La torre (2018) The Tower
dir. Sebastián Múnera | 78 min.
Suave el aliento (2015) Gentle Breath
dir. Augusto Sandino | 90 min.
El oficio del cineasta (2015) The Craft Of The Cineaste
t.v. x2 52 min.
Karen llora en un bus (2011) Karen Cries On The Bus
Dir. Gabriel Rojas | 92 min.

SCHWEIZEN MEDIA GROUP in co-production with PSYCUT (Colombia), MAGICLAB (Czech Republic),
VIANA PRODUCCIONES (Colombia), PERSPEKTIV PRODUKSJON (Norway)
present “A VANISHING FOG” (entre la niebla) a feature film by AUGUSTO SANDINO
starring SEBASTIÁN Pii as ‘F’, with the support of PROIMAGENES COLOMBIA, MEDIEFONDET ZEFYR,
CZECH FILM CENTER, NORWEGIAN FILM INSTITUTE, FILMEDELLÍN
cast MARIO DE JESÚS VIANA, CHRISTIAN BALLESTEROS, EDGAR REY, SANDRA ROSES,
NURY MÁRQUEZ, CLÍMACO RUBIANO and ALIRIO REY
art director CONSTANZA ROMERO, cinematographer GIO PARK
production manager MARIO VIANA GARCÍA, editing AUGUSTO SANDINO
sound designer and original music EMIL NYGÅRD OLSEN, supervising sound editor SEBASTIÁN ALZATE
vfx supervisor MICHAL KRECEK, assistant director TOMÁS ALFONSO
executive producers ALEJANDRO SANTO DOMINGO, MUNIR FALAH and NUBIA STELLA CUBILLOS
written produced and directed by AUGUSTO SANDINO
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